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QUESTION 1

Which of the following VMware backup network configurations doesn\\'t fit for backing up data to tape directly (don\\'t
consider FC virtualization)? 

A. Both VSA and MA are installed on VMs. 

B. VSA, MA and ISE are installed on physical machines. 

C. VSA is installed on VM, and the MA is installed on the physical machine. 

D. Both VSA and MA are installed on physical machine. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

Which statement about SmartMigration functions is false during a SmartMigration-based migration? 

A. If multiple LUNs are used by a service, the LUNs must undergo a consistency splitting after the migration. 

B. If multiple LUNs are used by a service, consistency splitting cannot be performed before stopping services. 

C. For higher migration speed and storage performance, a migration task can be deleted as soon as it is completed. 

D. It is recommended to perform consistency splitting in off-peak hours. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

Which of the following is correct regarding the Oracle RAC deployment installed Grid package? (multiple choice) 

A. To check the cluster node use the command: olsnodes -n 

B. To check the cluster status use the command: crsctl check cluster -all crsctl check crs 

C. To check cluterware resource status use the command: crsctl stat ser -t 

D. To check oracle ASM operating status use the command: ocrcheck 

Correct Answer: ABC 

 

QUESTION 4

Which statements are false about the file system quota feature of OceanStor V3? (Multiple Choice) 

A. A quota tree can be shared using a protocol. In addition, a quota tree that is being shared cannot be renamed or
deleted. 
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B. You can move files (NFS protocol) or cut files (CIFS protocol) across quota trees. 

C. A hard link cannot be established between two different quota trees. 

D. An administrator can delete non-empty quota trees through CLI or GUI. 

Correct Answer: BCD 

 

QUESTION 5

Which of the following description of the storage protocol is correct? (Multiple choice.) 

A. FC InfiniBand SAS PCI-edouble can be a carrier of the SCSI protocol 

B. InfiniBand Transmission Speed "FC Transmission Speed" iSCSI transmission speed 

C. FCoE technology for GE and 10GE Ethernet 

D. FCoE SAS InfiniBand has its own switch product 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 6

In an OceanStor V3 storage system, a disk domain has multiple types of disks. If one SAS disk is added to the disk
domain, all disks of the disk domain will participate in data balancing. 

A. TRUE 

B. FALSE 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://support.huawei.com/enterprise/en/doc/EDOC1000138856/c140d81c/planning-diskdomains 

 

QUESTION 7

Which if the following is correct regarding the Huawei Oceanstor unified storage system multi-planar system design? 

A. The service plane uses GE channels for data transmission 

B. The service plane connects the host IO channel, disk IO channel and GE switch 

C. Plane redundancy between each other, when the business plane fails, allowing the use of control plane transmission
of business data 

D. When the GE switching channel is faulty, the PCIe switching channel can be used as the backup data transmission
channel 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 8

Which of the following statements replacing the storage array controller is wrong? 

A. Before plugging and unplugging the controller, make sure that the service is stopped or has switched to the peer
controller 

B. Before switching services to the peer controller, check that the multipathing software in the system is installed and
effective on the host. 

C. Confirm Cache dirty data has been saved 

D. Master-slave controller must be switched to be replaced controller for backup 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9

When planning the parameter settings of the N8500 (V200R001) file system, the following description is incorrect 

A. For striped type file systems, the number of columns does not exceed 8, preventing data from being too discrete 

B. If the file system exceeds 1TB, select 8192 as the blockize 

C. Create a striped file system, the number of columns consistent with the number of RAID groups 

D. When the number of documents exceeds 1000W, it is recommended to open the quota 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 10

Which of the read and write strategies of Huawei Oceanstor V3 storage system is correct? 

A. Read and write strategies include permanent, default, recycling. 

B. Recycling strategy is suitable for business scenarios that require high performance and small amount of data. 

C. Select out the recycling strategy when the data or write data is the lowest priority. 

D. Resident strategy is suitable for large read and write data, and read-only scenes. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 11

In deploying a backup network, in order to guarantee the best performance that can be brought to the iSCSI network,
which the following statements are correct (multiple choice) 
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A. try to deploy the backup network in the LAN 

B. On the switch, divide the backup network into separate VLANs 

C. try to avoid the backup network via the routing transmission 

D. GE bandwidth has often been the performance bottleneck backup performance, consider the use of network card
binding to increase the backup network bandwidth 

Correct Answer: ABCD 

 

QUESTION 12

What are the precautions for VTL6900 product division? (Multiple choice) 

A. The size of the LUN provided by the VTL back-end storage does not exceed 4TB. The default configuration is write-
back, mirroring, and the depth of the slice is 64KB 

B. SIR data The number of LUNs is 2\\'s power of N 

C. SIR index LUN size is at least 4% of SIR data LUN size 

D. It is not recommended to divide RAID across frames 

Correct Answer: BCD 

 

QUESTION 13

In a clustered environment, data is placed on the shared storage, and identities between peers are equal and have the
same access to the data. It is required that the clusterware have a control mechanism for concurrent access to such
peer permissions. In Oracle RAC, you use the _____ mechanism to do multiple node-to-node collisions control of
access. 

A. vip 

B. ocr 

C. dlm 

D. asm 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 14

Simpana storage strategy is an important parameter is data retention rules to determine the need to back up the
contents of the backup time and backup methods. Each copy has an independent data retention period, each copy can
be set using______. (Multiple choice.) 

A. Basic rules of retention 
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B. Advanced retention rules 

C. Extended retention rules 

D. Special retention rules 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 15

In order to support business expansion, a large enterprise has decided to purchase two Huawei OceanStor 9000
storage systems to replace the existing NAS systems. The two systems were deployed in two cities. The main operating
system of the business operation time is 8: 00-18: 00. Which of the following description of disaster recovery on disaster
recovery applications planning is correct? (Multiple choice.) 

A. Info replication as an optional feature of Huawei OceanStor 9000de, the production sites and disaster recovery sites
need only the production site to purchase info replicator feature of the license 

B. Plan a separate directory for each type of service using the Huawei OceanStor 9000 system at the D and Y sites in
the system\\'s root directory as a remote copy of the master directory, and shared to the corresponding business server
i 

C. Because the client\\'s business traffic is mainly concentrated in the daytime working hours, you can not set the
replication zone bandwidth limit, the synchronization task on the non-workers make time, take full advantage of node
bandwidth 

D. For each type of business to create a pair for the type of business data replication synchronization 

Correct Answer: BCD 
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